John Lennon

OH MY LOVE

hudba a text John Lennon & Yoko Ono, album Imagine (1971)

A1 C Oh my love
   For the first time in my life
B1 C My eyes are wide open
A2 C Oh my lover
   For the first time in my life
C1 C My eyes can see

D1 Em I see the wind, oh
   I see the trees
E1 C Everything is clear in my heart
D2 Em I see the clouds, oh
   I see the sky
E2 C Everything is clear in our world

A1 C My mind is wide open
B2 C My mind can feel
A2 C G - D G
C2 C G - D G

D3 Em I feel sorrow, oh
   I feel dreams
E1 C G
D4 Em I feel life, oh
   I feel love
E2 C G
A1 C G
B1 C G - D G
A2 C G - D G
C1 C G